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Agreement of Scientific and Technological Cooperation 

Project Name: Joint research and development of key technology for broiler breeding 

environment monitoring and intelligent control 

Participant Organization: 
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Party A: Jiangsu Shennong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. 
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Address: No. 1 Park, Renshan Road, Jiangpu Street, Pukou District, Nanjing City, Jiangsu Province, 

210031 

ryt§ ffi.�A: .raiáíl..k 

Project Leader:  

�* Ef!�: 

Tel:  

mail:  

l..Jjj : AGROSOFT Tabor, s.r.o. 

Party B: AGROSOFT Tabor, s.r.o. 

:imffl.:l:fu!.rl::: Udolni 2930, Tabor, 390 01, Czech Republic 

Address: Udolni 2930, Tábor, 390 01, Czech Republic 
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Project Leader:  

�* Ef! i!: 1{Jl:  

Tel:  

mail:  

Fax:  



Party C: Nanjing Agricultural University 
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Address: No. 40, Dianjiang Road, Pukou District, Nanjing, Jiangsu, China, 210031 

� § ffi.�A: 13�1�00 

Project Leader:  

�** 1:gi!: 1{Jí.:  

Tel: Fax:  

E-mail: 
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Party D: University of South Bohemia in České Budějovice 

imifl.±-ti!Jrl:: Branisovska 1645/3la, 370 05 Ceske Budejovice 

Address: Branisovska 1645/3 la, 370 05 Ceske Budejovice 

Jy'.j § ffi. �A: assoc. prof. Petr Bartos, Ph.D. 

Project Leader: assoc. prof. Petr Bartos, Ph.D. 

�* Eg i!:  1{Jí.:  

Tel:  Fax: +  

E-mail: 
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Through friendly communication, four parties will carry out scientific and technological cooperation 

on the Joint research and development of key technology for broiler breeding environment 

monitoring and intelligent regulation based on data fusion, and will face the global market to 

improve the technical level of intelligent breeding of broilers through the research and development 

of new products. Now we have reached an agreement on cooperative development and signed this 

Agreement for mutual compliance. 
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I.Cooperation Content

1, *�§��oo�����#m���mff�ffi��ffmff�*���rr�Wf��§�. 
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1. Research Goal: This project aims at the design and development of environmental intelligent early

warning and precise management and control system in the broiler breeding industry in China and the 

Czech Republic. It develops an intelligent breeding system with independent intellectual property 

rights, breaks through the bottleneck oftraditional technology, and uses sensor and visual technology 

to realize multiple data. Multi-field broiler breeding environment abnormal information monitoring, 

broilers average weight measurement, abnormal behavior identification such as dead or heat stress, as 

well as intelligent early waming and control functions, complete the design and manufacture of 

broiler farm environmental intelligent early warning and precise management and control systems, 

Create a technical system that combines intelligent early waming of abnormal environment and 

precise management and control system with lean R&D and intelligent manufacturing methods. 

2, tt#l*J?§ 
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2. Technical Content

(1) Design and development of abnormal information monitoring system for broiler breeding

environment. 

(2) Design and development ofkey technology for average weight system ofbroilers.

(3) Design and development ofkey technology for dead broiler identification system.

(4) Research on key technology ofheat stress behavior identification for broilers.



(5) Design and development ofkey technology for multi-function inspection, early waming and

control systems. 

3, ��h�: :5tI��. ��H�, fU��� 

3. Cooperation mode: Individua} contribution, collaborative development and benefit-sharing.

4, �f'FW1�N : 2023�L� -2025�12� 

4. Cooperation Duration: 1/2023 - 12/2025

5, fUM:5tffic

5. Profit Distribution
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The four parties are responsible for the R&D expenditures oftheir respective investments and apply 

to the science and technology authorities of their respective countries for funding for science and 

technology. 

II.Individual contribution
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1. Party A
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Jiangsu Shennong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. is mainly responsible for the completion of the 

key technology research and development of the broiler breeding environment anomaly information 

monitoring system and the multi-functional inspection warning and control system 
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2.PartyB
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AGROSOFT Tabor, s.r.o. is mainly responsible for completing the research and development of 

broiler video data acquisition equipment based on multi-source information fusion and the research 

on multi-view and multi-field broiler information fusion technology 

3, �Jr 

3.Party C
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Nanjing Agricultural University is mainly responsible for completing the establishment of the 

average body weight prediction model of broilers based on computer three-dimensional space 

analysis technology and the research on key technologies for broiler heat stress behavior 

identification 
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4.Party D
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The University of South Bohemia in České Budějovice is mainly responsible for completing the 

research and development of key technologies of dead broiler identification system based on visual 

technology and deep learning; cooperation on the development ofthe average body weight prediction 

model of broilers 

III. Rights, Obligations and Responsibilities ofthe Four Parties

1, �nmz�AA��n�H��§�JE, #�fil�J'tm����·�o 

1. The four parties shall not only develop project research based on the agreement, but also ensure the

legitimacy of research activities. 

2, �h®�M�Řw, #m*��mA��I���·��. #m��OO��a 

2. The four parties need to exchange research information on a regular basis via site visits and

progress reports with written documents. 

3, ��n��ct™�· ��-n��T���n��$��0 



3. Any party has no rights to interfere interna! management of ether parties in the course of

collaborative research. 

4. The four parties shall honestly and mutually exchange relevant research information to assist one

another. 
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IV.Use ofResearch Funds
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Research funds shall be strictly used in accordance with the regulations issued by the funding agency, 

and shall not be used for other unrelated projects. The specific use offunds is invested and used in 

accordance with the provisions of the Common Proposal. The information and conditions stated in 

the project documentation oťthe respective country (TACR for the Parties B and D) are decisive for 

the implementation ofthe project by the given party and take precedence over the provisions ofthis 

contract. 

V .Achievement Distribution 

����JJB����F���§M�. ��ttm*�F��M�Ň*�*&�fLl�Wf�ň 
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The existing intelligent properties prior to this cooperative project belong to individua! parties. But all 

new technical secrets and patents generated during the cooperation process are owned by the R&D 

party. 

c 1) i-áX�*: �JJPT��Ml��*JJJEi5X$5t�Wf9'Ei5X:W:� i'áX*Á�J!ttDt*; ����i-á 

X�, JGPX�tt*a�x�*tiF��������*�\tiFff7JÁ�tr; 

( 1 )Publications: The four parties can separately publish the research results of the completed part of 

the party in the form of papers; when jointly publishing the papers, the rankings ofthe completed 

units and the authors ofthe papers will be sorted according to the actual contribution size; 
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C 2) The R&D Cooperative Project shall be acknowledged in all the papers, monographs, patents, 

certificates and reports generated from this project. 

-A, 1*W1ki,X 

VI.Confidentiality
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1. The four parties shall have the obligation to keep confidential the contents of the project and the

important information of other parties known in the course of cooperation. The above content may 

not be disclosed to any other fourth party without the consent of the other party. 
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2. Ali the information provided by the four parties to each other, special technology and the planning

and design of the project shall be strictly confidential and shall only be used within the business scope 

of the partner. 
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3. All project-related information provided by the four parties belongs to confidential information,

which includes but not limited to capital operation, financial information, customer information, 

business decision, project design, capital investment, technical data, business pian and so on. 
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4. Without the written agreement by all the four parties, release of any project information by any

single party, by direct, indirect or written form, to other parties will be regarded as divulgence. 
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5. The secrecy provisions and publication guidelines concem only the technical part ofthe project and

internal information about the project partners. 



The project parties are free to publicize project participation and other general information about the 

project without publishing technical details or confidential information. 
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VII.Contract violation and risk responsibility
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1. One party has the right to alter or terminate this agreement if the other parties fail to comply with.

The violation party shall bear all the losses. 
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2. If this agreement cannot be fulfilled caused by irresistible factors during the project, each party

shall undertake its own loss and does not bear the liability for contract violation. Each party shall 

notify others at its earliest time in order to control the loss to the minimum level, find an altemative 

solution, and even terminate this agreement. 

3, �L��%jr, tl�-n���, M�*w�. ���M30BLl�ffi%A��o�-n; 

3. Except the above circumstances, each single party shall send written notice to the other parties 30

days in advance if any alteration is required. 

A, �n�1m��t<J� 

VIII.Other Special Agreements

1,���M�*�o�-n�tt*���JH�A�lU�t§��m�ttMmAA�mxrnttffln§ 

fřlJ:1Ělo 

1. If a party infringes others' patents and intellectual property rights, the party shall bear all the losses.

2, *%fEJLl�Xf5'.§í*flilAA*Xo i!§fft&*z.fsJ�o�&#, ��Xft&*ňílo 

2. This contract is written in English and translated into Chinese. In case of differences between

language versions, the English version shall prevail. 



IX.Dispute Solution
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In case a party fails to resolve the dispute occurring during the project, it shall be settled through 

friendly negotiation by the four parties. 

+, �,fih 

X.Other
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1. Matters not covered in this Agreernent rnay be negotiated by four parties to sign a written

supplernental agreernent, which has the same legal effect as this Agreement; 

2, *w��lmh�*��m��. -�lm�, lmh$�-�. �����W�no 

2. This Agreement shall become effective after being signed and sealed by four parties, in four copies,

each party shall hold the same copy and have the same legal effect. 



Part A: 

Date: 



PartB: 

BM: 

Date: 41, 1· o2tJ�,ť_,



Part C: 
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Date: 



T:n: C��) 

PartD: 

Legal Representative: 

BM: 

Date: 

Prof. PhDr. Bohumil Jirousek, Dr. 

JIHOČESKÁ UNIVERZITA 
V ČESKÝCH BUDĚJOVICÍCH 

R E K TO R Á T (20) 

Branišovská 31a 
370 05 České Budějovice 




